TOOLS
WORKING
FROM HOME

A roundup of
tools to
support the
Remote
Integration of
Talent

Helping your
remote team collaborate
seamlessly, creatively
and productively
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TEAM MANAGEMENT
Heartpace

Conduct prepared 1:1s Meetings, set OKRs
and create an effective routine for your
remote teams.

Kaapi

120+ well-researched questions in its library,
which can be used by managers to check in
with their teams automatically.

fikaTime

Builds socially connected teams by pairing up
employees for some intentional downtime
and human conversation.

Peoplebox

Meaningful one-on-ones, continuous
feedback, motivation & performance tracking
and closing action items that matter.
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PRODUCTIVITY
Sprint
Retrospective

Are scrums and retrospectives growing too
long at your company?

Monday.com

One platform, better teamwork. hundreds of
visual and customizable templates - or create
your own.

Taskeo

Beyond project management and team
collaboration. It’s the personal productivity
assistant that you’ve been waiting for.

Trello

Boards, lists, and cards enable teams to
organize and prioritize projects in a fun,
flexible, and rewarding way.
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PRODUCTIVITY
Around

New video chat software that crops
participants down to just circles that float on
your screen so you have space for other
apps.

theLIFEBOARD

An app that encourages you to plan and
review your weeks. Provides tons of handpicked resources to help you succeed in
achieving your goals and creating new habits.

Focused Work

A productivity app for students & people
working from home, who find it hard to focus
and use their time effectively.
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REMOTE WHITEBOARDS
Jamboard

Sketch your ideas whiteboard-style while
benefiting from the access and connectivity
of an interactive canvas. Drop images, add
notes, and pull assets directly from the web.

Whizwall

Users can draw, write and collaborate
remotely on large, shared Augmented Reality
whiteboards, using their mobile as an air
mouse and replicating the experience of a
physical whiteboard.

Grapic

Uses Augmented Reality to share what you
draw with pen and paper directly to your
online meetings, in real-time, so you can
remote collaborate like you were in the same
06
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SELF-CARE
Calmist.pro

A simple background sound generator,
guided meditations, ASMR sounds with a text
editor, and background videos.

Mooditude

A practical, modern-day solution for your
mental health and well-being. Take
advantage of the same tools used by clinical
psychologists.

NTX-Go

A daily workout program that can be done
anywhere, requires zero equipment, and
takes less than 20 minutes.
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SELF-CARE
StretchMinder

Reminds you to take frequent breaks while
providing short guided routines, designed to
keep remote workers healthy.

Noisli

Improve focus and boost your productivity.
Mix different sounds and create your perfect
environment.

MoveWell

Helps people stay fit, mobile and healthy ideal for remote workers or those without
access to gym/training classes.

Airhead

Free guided breathing exercises to help
alleviate anxiety, relax, stay calm, or focus.
Take a deep breath and enjoy your life.
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TEAM CHATS
Krisp

Dog barking? Kids are noisy? Mute
background noise in any communication
app.

Soapbox

For those ad-hoc watercooler conversations
when working remotely.

Twist

Keeps conversations organized, on-topic and
easy to find.

Zoho Cliq

Simplifies your team communication with
organized conversations.

UnRemot

Stay in touch with colleagues throughout the
day just like you were all in the office.
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TEAM COLLABORATION
Karmabot
Unicorn Train

Karmabot is an in-chat peer recognition tool.
Teammates recognize each other for doing
great things. Start encouraging awesomeness
today.

Amby

Bridges the gap between strategy &
execution with intuitive and robust OKR
software.

Atium

A library of original virtual games designed to
build connection.

Slides with
Friends

A builder for making slide decks and
presentations that your viewers can interact
with.
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VISUAL COLLABORATION
Clapboard by
StoryXpress

An interactive video recording and sharing
tool that streamlines collaboration between
colleagues.

Creately

A visual collaboration platform that helps
teams communicate ideas, concepts, plans,
etc. through an infinite, scalable canvas, realtime syncing platform.

Knock.

Helps teams work closely with a fun and
efficient collaboration tool.
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VISUAL COLLABORATION
Metro Retro

Help teams run productive, engaging and fun
retrospectives. It uses real-time updates,
adaptable templates and a quirky sense of
humor to help you run the best possible
retros!

Milanote

Milanote is a tool for organizing creative
projects.

Xtensio

Create effective business content together.
You can create internal how-to guides,
onboarding templates, sales decks,
presentations and more.
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A TRUSTED
TALENT PARTNER
As a Recruitment Process
Outsourcing (RPO) pioneer with over
25 years of experience, we offer a
powerful range of bespoke end-toend Talent Acquisition Solutions and
Talent Advisory expertise.

Connect with us

